Barangaroo Avenue
LEGEND

- Development application boundary
- Development application by others
- Awning over

Mapua pendula street tree planting
Crown Sydney basement entry
Crown Sydney porte cochere exit
Smart pole
City of Sydney bicycle parking hoops
City of Sydney granite paving
City of Sydney standard bench
Cast iron tree grate (to match Stage 1A)
Crown Sydney public bicycle parking
Temporary vehicle turnaround
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Legend:

1. Harpullia pendula street tree planting
2. Harpullia pendula wind tree planting
3. Smart pole with bike hoop
4. On grade granite paved crossing
5. City of Sydney granite paving
6. Watermans Cove raised planter and seat
7. Barangaroo Avenue
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LEGEND
1. Crown Sydney
2. Crown Sydney cycle parking
3. Harpullia pendula street tree planting
4. Stratacell gen 5
5. Smart Pole
6. Fern garden
7. Residential towers basement slab
8. Ficus sp. signature tree planting
9. RAA
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Crown Sydney cycle parking
Harpullia pendula street tree planting
Stratacell gen 5
Smart Pole
Fern garden
Residential towers basement slab
Ficus sp. signature tree planting
RAA